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PURPOSE: The purpose of this science project was to find out what at what density the eye
can see pale colors. These pale colors consisted of a red that turned into a pale pink. The other
colors are a green, a blue, a yellow and a violet.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD: Putting the palette of colors underneath a source of light
(Fluorescent, Incandescent and Natural Day) and asking what color the subject sees through
their eyes. They mark their data down on a sheet and then I input it into data sheets (as noted in
my portfolio).

CONCLUSION: I found out that the color seen least accurately was violet. The violet color
looked as if it was a bluish white. And then the second least accurately viewed color was green.
I was surprised by this one. I didn#t think that green would be one of the least. And then the
next color was red and then the color yellow and then blue.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

The purpose of this science project was to find out what at what density the eye can see pale colors
under different sources of light.
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